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Abstract-A model of a movmg bed reactor hda been studled In which d reversible first-order hetero- 
geneous reacnon takes place on catalyst pdrtlcles pd\smg downwdrds through dn upcommg stredm of 
gas By the analysis of the transtent model and the one in which the rdte of ddsorption IS fimte, mstght 
IS gamed tnto the formanon of boundary dnd mtemdl dlscontmtntles tn the idedl cdse The redctor 
behavior as described by the Ideal model solution hds been exdmined for different values of feed 
concentrations and reactor length It IS shown that redctron dnd separation cdn be achieved simultaneously 
and that the yield of the reversible reaction cdn be greatly Improved Indeed the conflgurdtton of the 
reactor and its operatmg condrtlons can be tailored so ds to exceed the performance ot d fixed bed both 
m yield and product purity 
INTRODUCTION 
The idea of using separation of products to dnve an equlhbnum reaction to completron m 
contmuous operation has been discussed m connection with dlstlllatlon by Geelan et al [ 11 
The chromatographlc analog IS a moving bed adsorber Vlswanathan and Ans[2, 31 studled, for 
the first time, the behavior of a fallmg bed chromatographlc reactor in which a heterogeneous 
first order u-reversible reaction A + B takes place The transient and steady state behavior of 
the solution were studied for the cases of finite adsorption rate and of adsorption equlhbrmm 
An interesting feature of the latter case is that the steady-state value of the output stream is 
reached m finite time, before the concentration profiles at the mtenor of the reactor are stablhzed 
This condltlon was defined as “Black Box Steady State”[4] The same reactor has been studled 
by Takeuchl et al [5, 61 for steady state and hnear adsorption Isotherms using a more simplified 
model The separation condltlons and how they are affected by the presence of reactlon have 
been analyzed using the concept of first absolute moment The same authors[7] suggested the 
addition of an exhausting section below the feed pomt of the reactor They reported@] that the 
selectlvlty of consecutive reactions can be improved for a certain region of operating condltlons 
and that conversion for reversible reactions can exceed that of chemical equlhbnum Their 
expenmental results[9] agreed with the model only for small values of the ratio of gas vs solid 
velocity They attributed the deviation observed for larger values of this ratio to nonlmeanty 
of the adsorption isotherms Cho et al [lo] continued the analysis of a movmg bed reactor for 
a reversible first order reaction A * B with a competitive Langmulr adsorptlon isotherm They 
used mformatlon obtained from the analysis of the finite adsorption model and the transient 
behavior of the reactor to study the development of dlscontmultles m the solution of the 
adsorption equlllbrmm model Analysis of different examples mdlcated that breaking of the 
local reaction equlhbnum can be achieved when an internal shock takes place m the reactor 
The effect of nomdeahtles has been studied by numerical solution of the models for fmlte 
adsorption and gas phase dlsperslon 
This paper analyzes the behavior of the counter-current, moving-bed, chromatographlc 
reactor, known more briefly as a CMCR In this type of reactor two phases move uniformly 
in opposite directions and the adjective “chromatographlc” is used to imply that exchange 
between the phases plays a slgmflcant role m the process The basic model mvolves partial 
dlfferentlal equations of the first order, which however can be elevated to the second order by 
the inclusion of certain non-ideal effects The behavior of the CMCR IS sufficiently nch and 
vaned that the material is not easily condensed To help the reader we have tned to make the 
sectlons relatively self-contained, they are given m the followmg sequence 
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In Section 1 the general equations of the CMCR are given and from these emerge the 
adsorptlon equlhbnum model for further study Using a phase plane presentation m the gas 
phase concentration, the solution trajectones and stability properties are analyzed m Section 
2 1 Section 2 2 takes up the question of dlscontmuous solutions A discontmulty 1s represented 
m the phase plane by a line segment and the possible drsposltlons of this relative to the isotherm 
allow us to identify all the feasible dlscontmultles and the condltlons under which they occur 
When the operating parameters are chosen to ensure the separation of reactant and product we 
can specify the condltlons that must obtain Just inside the reactor 
In Section 3 this understanding is applied to give a general procedure for the construction 
of a solution given the feed and reactor length Examples are given and a catalog of the possible 
types of solution given m the practically important case of a fresh catalyst feed at the top Two 
numerical examples are given m Section 4 demonstrating how the type of solution depends on 
the length of the reactor Companson of the performance of the fixed bed and the CMCR m 
Section 5 shows that, though the former can give greater conversion, the latter gives a better 
punty of product Finally, a modified CMCR conflguratlon IS proposed m which the reactant 
feed 1s at an intermediate point Calculations how that the performance of this is better both 
m terms of conversion and product punty 
1 DESCRIPTION OF THE MOVING-BED CHROMATOGRAPHIC REACTOR 
1 1 The general equatzons of the system 
The chromatographlc moving-bed reactor consists of a vertical column in which fine 
catalytic particles are falling downstream The earner (inert) gas and the reactants A, B are fed 
through the bottom of the reactor A first order reversible reaction A e B can take place on 
the catalyst It can be described m terms of successive adsorption of reactant, surface reactlon 
and desorptlon of product as 
k, 
A(g) - -A" + B* + B(g) “8 
where A*, B* are the adsorbed species, and the k’s are first order rate constants We assume 
that the velocity of the gas phase, U,, and of the solid phase, U,, as well as the fraction of 
fluid phase m the column, E, are constant The notation used 1s shown m Fig l(a) For Isothermal 
operation, the system can be described as follows 
nt n’ 
0 A x*n 
“A % 
concentm~~om .-I “0 % I t lJ. “P velocity 1 -6 l volume fraction 
(a) (b) 
Fg I SchematIc representation of the CMCR (a) notation used, (b) dlmenslonless vanables 
Mass balance for A m the gas phase 
+ (1 - &)k&(N - nA - ns>C’, - (1 - E)k&n, = 0 (1) 
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where N IS the hmmng concentration ,of adsorbate on the catalyst surface 
total coverage of the adsorption sites) 
Mass balance for A m the solid phase 
anA 
- - V, 2 - k,(N - n, - ns)C, + k&n,, + h,n, - 
at 
kin, = 0 
An overall balance for A in a control volume of the reactor 
t2+(I -E)? a2cA - ET/A,,z + EvR 2 - (1 - 
+ (1 - c)k,nA - (1 - c)k:nB = 0 
(Note that (3) = (1) + (1 - ~)(2)) 
Slmllarly we have the correspondmg equations for B 
Gas phase 
acB acB 
Ear + vR&- - &I/B 
ax 
2 + (1 - c)k,(N - nA - ns)C, 
Solid phase 
k&N nA - nB)CB + k&B - 
Overall balance for B 
acB anB 2 
&at + t1 - &) z - &vB ax2 
a + Ev 
R ax 
- (1 - c)k,n, + (1 - &)k:nB = 0 
The mmal condltlons are 
C,(x, 0) = C,,(x) 
n,(x, 0) = ho(x) 
I =A,B 
The appropnate boundary condltlons at the bottom and top are 
- (1 - c)k,n, = 0 
I 
(correspondmg to 
(2) 
E)V, 2 
(3) 
(4) 
k,n, + k:nB = 0 (5) 
- (1 - &)V, 2 
(6) 
EVJCP - C,(O+, t)) - (1 - c)V,(np‘ - n,(O+, t)) + ~52,: = 0 
o+ 
I =A,B 
EVJC: - C,(H-, t)) - (1 - c)V&zf - n,(H-, t)) + ELZ~ s
ax H_ = 
0 
(7) 
(8) 
both expressmg the fact that no accumulation of A or B exists at the mlet or the outlet of the 
reactor x = 0+ andx = H- represent the posmon Just mslde the reactor at the bottom and 
at the top respectively 
We have to note that Equations (l)-(9) descnbe the general case where the only lmphclt 
assumption is negllglble mtrapartlcle dlffuslon and mass transfer resistance m the gas film 
around the particles 
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The above equations can be slmphfied to those descnbmg the behavior of the contmuous 
chromatographlc moving bed reactor under some addmonal assumptions For instance, droppmg 
the time denvatrves m Equations (l)-(6) we get the steady-state equations and for iI4 = 
YB = 0 we get the equations under the assumption of neghglble axial dispersion effects If 
we assume that the reaction rates are much slower than the rates of adsorptlon and desorptlon, 
so that adsorptlon equlhbnum 1s mamtamed at all times, the net rate of adsorptlon k,,(N - 
nA - n,)C’, - kd,n, will be zero and therefore, the concentration of A and B on the catalyst 
~111 be given as a function of the concentration of the gas phase, the so-called Langmulr 
isotherm 
n, = N 
KC, 
1 + KACA + KBC, 
I =A,B (10) 
where K, = k,,lk,, In this case the system 1s described by Equations (3) and (6) where n4 and 
ns are given by Equation (10) As for the boundary condltlons m the case of adsorptlon 
eqmhbnum, n,(O+ , t) and C,(O + , t) as well as C,(H- , t) and n,(H- , t) are also related by 
Equation (10) but this cannot be claimed for C! and $ or C: and n: since only Cp and nf are 
given m the physical problem and nf and C: have to be calculated from Equations (8) and (9) 
In order for the mltlal condltlons to keep pace with the adsorption equlhbnum assumption, we 
require n,,, and C,O to satisfy Equation (10) 
There 1s also a point we have to clanfy for the boundary condltlons (8) and (9) For 
negligible diffusion effects (L/, = 0) we expect possible dlscontmultles of the concentrations 
to occur at the top or the bottom of the reactor But for any non-zero value of V,, C: = C,(H - , 
t) at the top and nf’ = n,(O + , t) at the bottom since there can be no boundary shocks m this 
dispersion model 
1 3 Dlmensroniess form of the equations 
The equations described above can be wntten m dlmenslonless form by mtroducmg the 
followmg variables 
< = xIH, 0 = HIU,, yA = KACA, ?B = KBC,, V, = n,lN, vB = n,iN 
K, = Uk,,, fi, = NK,(l - &)I&, o, = ,u,U,IU~,, i., = Nk,,O(l - E)/E 
a = (1 -e) 
s - NK,k,O, K, = k,lk;, A’ = 1 - vA - vg, K = KAIKB & 
S,’ = 6,lK,, 1/P, = !/,I U,H, T = tll), A = 1 f yA + ye, 1 = A. B 
Then Equations (l)-(6) become 
For species A 
ayA -- 
as 
- - + dy, + l,A’y, 
i a2yA 
pA ac2 at 
- JAVA = 0 
avA GA avA lA d* -- ---- 
a7 PA at PA 
A’yA - - 
PAK~ 
a?A avA i a21ia a?A 
~+p’“--g--2+--(TA 
pA ac at 
3 + d,v, 
at 
- s;v, 
(11) 
(12) 
0 (13) 
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and for species B 
aYe 1 a2YB aYB -- 
ar pB 2 + 2 + ABA’YB 
- A, v, = 0 
avB 08 avB SB 6, ---- 0 
aT 
_ h AlyB + & vB 
pB at h 
--VA-t - \‘B = 
PB Pi3 hK 
aYB avB l a2yB aYE - ~+p,ar-__+_-&!!L 
pB at2 x at d*v* + &v, = 0 
The mltlal and boundary condmons respectively become 
Y,(L 0) = YdO 
Vi<? 0) = V,“(T) 
1 =A,B 
Yf - 
1 87, 
y,(O+, T) - a,[vf - v,(O+, r)] + - - 
p, at o+ = 0 
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(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
I =A,B 
y: - y,(l -, 5) - o,[l( - v,(l -, r)] + L 22 
P, a( ,_ = 
0 (19) 
and the dlmenslonless form of the Langmulr adsorption isotherm 1s 
v, = YI =z 
~+Y,+YB A’ 
I = A,B (20) 
The above are the general equations m dlmenslonless form, from which the equations for 
any simpler case can be derived 
For the case of neghglble axial dispersion (P, + cc) and for steady state, Equations (13) 
and (16) become 
aYA -- 
at 
22 + SAVA - &v, = 0 
CA a( 
and 
ayB avB 
- &VA + &v, = 0 
Since SAISB = ail~5; = oAIo~ = K we conclude that 
1 d”Js avB 
--__-+----_=(-J or 
flA a( a< OB at at 
(21) 
(22) 
VA - VB = 0 (23) 
In other words the quantity W = yAlaA + yJaB - v, - v, 1s an mvanant of the system For 
the same case of negllglble dlsperslon, the boundary condltlons (18) and (19) become 
.a 
/I 
- ;tp+ 
= a,(vp - If’) (24) 
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where superscripts b + and I - denote concentrations of a pomt mslde the reactor at the bottom 
and top respectively 
2 THE ADSORPTION EQUILIBRIUM MODEL 
2 1 Stab&y analysu-the (yA, yB) phase plane 
Substltutmg Equation (20) m (13) and (16) we get the equations descnbmg the reactor m 
this simplified case of adsorption equlhbnum For steady state they are 
- = k&‘, - rs~K)(A2 - a,difOA, yd = Gd;lA, ,J~) 
d5 
(26b) 
f(YA, Yd = WA3 - a,d{K(l + 78) + (I + /A,} + aj)lK (27) 
and the behavior of the locus on which f(yA, ys) = 0 for various oA and LT~ IS discussed by 
Cho[ll] 
We refer to Equation (26a, b) with boundary condltlons (24) and (25) as the “ideal model” 
Smce m this model the sohd concentrations are m adsorption equlhbnum with the gas con- 
centrations we can perform our analysis m terms of the vanables ‘/a and /I~ and we use the 
phase plane (yA, ys> to present our results The line yA = yBBIKc IS the locus of cntlcal points 
for the system of the two equations and there are also two lsoclmes 
1 + yA + ys = 6 where dy,ldx = 0 and 
1 + >‘A + yB = 6 where d;‘,idx = 0 
These two lsoclmes will appear m the physically acceptable region yA, yB > 0 only when a,, 
gB > 1 The Jacobian matnx of the lmeanzed system near a cntlcal point (;I~, ys = YAKS) 1s 
_6 (A2 - as) 6, (A2 - a,q) 
A 
f K, f 
6 (d2 - OA) & (d’ - 0A) -- 
B 
f K f 1 
The charactenstic equation is 
A* - a, 
A2-aB+--_ x=0 
KK 
One of the two elgenvalues IS 0 reflectmg the fact that the line yA = */JK, IS an equlllbnum 
hne The other elgenvalue 1s 
X2= -$ A" - aA A'-ag+y 
c 
and the dlrectlon of the correspondmg eigenvector IS 
ya/ ye = - 
(A2 - as)K 
A2 - a* 
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The sign of X2 will depend on the sign of f(yA, ys) and of 
II 
A’ - a, + 
A2 - u, 
= (1 + y,, + yAKE)* - (TV + 
(1 + I’A + YAK<)* - aA = Bty ) 
A 
KK KK 
If p, and p2 are the two roots of 
1 - a, 
y,+l-rr,+F 
c 
-2 
-<o PI + P2 = ) + K, 
p, p*= 1 l-2+&- c $}(I + b)‘{ 1 + &}-I 
So (I) o, > (KK, + I)/(1 + K,) lmphes p, p2 < 0 which its turn Implies, p, > 0 > p2 
therefore II > 0 for 1/A > pl and B(yA)<O for 0-C yA< p,= (-1 + 
VoA(l + K,)l(l + KK,)}I(l + K,), (11) If aA < (KK, + l)/(l + K,) < 1 then pIp2 > 0 
and p2 < p, < 0 so that B(y,) > 0 for every yA 2 0 
From the above and from the results on the sign of f(yA, ye) we can conclude the following 
for the stability of the cntlcal points (1) for 1 < a, < o, there are two regions where a point 
on the equlhbnum line yA = ye/KC IS stable They are MN and Pv/ m Fig 2, (II) for 1 > a, > 
(KK, + l)/(l + K,) there 1s only one locus of points where f = 0 so all the region ON 1s 
stable, (m) for 0, < (KK, + l)/(l + K,) only region Pv 1s stable (p, < 0) 
As discussed earlier there 1s an mvanant quantity W = yA/oA + ysloB - v, - v, In 
the ideal model case v, = y,l(l + yA + yB) so 
W = yAlaA + y,la, - tYA + ydl(1 + YA + YS) (28) 
Every contmuous olution has to be a traJectory of constant W The different regions of the 
phase plane yA, yB along with the direction of the solution trajectones are presented m Fig 
3(a) for the general case 1 < aA < oB 
2 2 Analysts of ducontwwtles in the ideal model 
The transient model equations for the case of adsorption equlhbrmm are a system of two 
first order quasllmear hyperbolic equations Also the system of the two first order Equations 
(26a) and (26b) with the boundary condltlons (24) and (25) is overdefined and it is highly 
unlikely to satisfy the b c for a given length of reactor with a contmuous olution Furthermore, 
integration of the two equations along a trajectory becomes lmposslble when we reach a point 
where f(yA, yB) = 0 since the two denvatlves dy,ld< and dy,ldr tend to mfimty Therefore, 
we expect that under proper condltlons the solution may develop dlscontmultles ( hocks) 
DIMENSIONLESS CONC OF B 
Fig 2 Stablhty of the chemxal eqwhbrmm hne 
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F:g 3 The (/,A, ,J~) phasr plane for 1 < (74 < 08 
In the adsorption equlhbnum model we assume that everywhere m the reactor the solid 
phase concentrations are m equlhbnum with the gas phase concentrations This will not be the 
case for an znternal dlscontmulty which starts and ends on the Langmuir isotherm since all the 
points m between are not m adsorption equlhbrlum We also expect dlscontmultles to occur at 
the mlet and the outlet of the reactor A bottom dlscontmulty 1s a Jump ending on the Langmulr 
isotherm and a rap dlscontmmty is one startmg from the Langmmr Isotherm 
2 2 a Asymptotic behavzor of thefinlte adsorption model In order to study the formation 
and the direction of those dlscontmultles we must go back to the steady state finite adsorptlon 
model For steady state with negligible diffusion Equations ( 11) and (14) become 
d?A -= 
d5 
-E.J( 1 - v, - vB);‘A - VA] 
and 
dv, E., 
-= 
d5 
- & [( 1 - “A 
for v, # ( 1 - v, - v~)Y,,, dlvldmg the two equations we get 
dv, 1 6, ( “A - “,iK,) 
dy,=cr, 
-- 
AAaA (1 - “A - b)yA - vA 
(29) 
(30) 
When 1, - = we get dv,,ldy, = 1 /a, which IS the dlfferentlal form of the boundary Equations 
(24) or (25) mdlcatmg that the slope of the traJectorles on the (va, v,) plane 1s l/g, for any 
pomt where va 1s not m equlhbnum with yA This IS the slope of any dlscontmulty m the (;,, 
vA) plane Consldermg vs as a parameter in the above equations, the crltlcal pomt IS vd = v,l 
K,, 92 = v,*l(l - vq* - vn) Lmeanzmg the two equations around the crmcal point we get 
the Jacobian matrix 
-&(l 
A= 
[ 
- VA* - V,j) ,‘q(l + ,,K) 
-; (1 - VT - vg) :(I + ?a) + : 
-1 
1 
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therefore A has one positive and one negative elgenvalue b, > 0 > bZ, 1 e the crltlcal point 
(rA* * v;) is a saddle point with eigenvectors 
e1 = 
).A(1 + YX) ).A(1 + yA*) 
6, + jA(l - VA” - vB) 1 
and e, = 
b? + I,,( I - VT - vs) 1 
AsJ,-,x,fortrA>O,b,-,E,[l + yA*laA-(l -vi-v,)]andb,=&(~asmallpos- 
ltlve number) 
for tr A < 0, b, = E and b2 --j JA[l + yIlo* - (1 - VT - vB)] 
In each case the direction of the elgenvector corresponding to the very small elgenvalue 1s 
dy,ldv, = (1 + yA*)/(l - VA* - vB) which IS the lme tangent to the Langmulr Isotherm at 
the cntlcal point 
The direction of the other elgenvector IS dy,ldv, = o, which IS the slope of the trajectories 
for any point away of the Langmulr isotherm as discussed earlier 
The tr A changes sign for /.A B 8, at the point where (1 + I$)/( 1 - VT - ve) = a, 
which 1s the point of the Langmulr isotherm with slope dv,ldy, = l/a, (1 e the tangent to 
the isotherm at this point 1s parallel to the direction of the dlscontmmtles) Such a point exists 
only when o, > 1 
The direction of elgenvectors for the two different cases are shown m Fig 4 The results 
for the dlscontmultles w r t species B are similar, the slope of the Jumps m this case being 
dv,ldy, = l/as 
2 2 b Invarzants at each dzscontznuzty The difference form of the dlscontmulty equa- 
tions Av,lA y, = l/a,, z = A, B, can be wntten as (v,, - v,JI(y,, - y,J = l/o, or 
;,,,/a, - v,, = y,Jo, - v,~, expressing the fact that for each dtscontmulty the quantities W, = 
7:/o, - v, remain mvanant W, IS a measure of the relative amount of species z travellmg with 
the fluid versus the solid phase If W, > 0 species z moves selectively upwards with the fluld 
phase, if W, < 0 it moves selectively downwards on the solid phase Now it 1s obvious that 
the previously mentioned mvanant of the system is W = W, + W,, and It 1s a measure of the 
total amount of the two reactants (A and B) camed by the fluid phase compared to that carrled 
by the solid phase 
For the case of adsorption equlhbrlum, v, = y,/(l + yA + yB) and the mvarlants W, can 
be expressed as functions of ya, yB alone 
w, = 2i! - Yt 
0, 1 + YA + YB 
(31) 
Although only one (or for mtemal both) of the end points of a Jump are located on the Langmulr 
isotherm a further analysis of the properties of the lines of constant W, IS important m the 
discussion about feasible dlscontmumes which follows 
GAS PHASE CONCENTRATION OF A 
Fq 4 The (,4 I 4) phase plane for the fimte adsorptIon model 
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We first note that W, = 0 when 1 + yA + ;‘s = o, (this can happen for Ye, ;lB Z 0 only 
if 6, > I), or when y, =O,andW,>Oforl + )A + is>“, 
For practical apphcatlons of the fallmg bed reactor we would expect o operate m regions 
where W,W, < 0, so that separation of A and B occurs since one of them ~111 be selectively 
carned by the gas and the other by the solid phase Also, for W > 0 the product stream of the 
reactor 1s the gas outlet The different regions defined by the sign of W,, W,, and W are 
presented on a (yA, y,d plane m Fig 5 
If we consider a hne of constant W, m the (yA, iB) plane 
W, = const j dW, = 0 + ZdyA + aw,iay, $!!!,,+!$ = _- 
B ‘B W, aw,/ay* 
this is the slope of a hne tangent o the lme of constant W, 
dy, awAmB yAitl + ‘/A + ?d2 
dy, w, = 
--= - 
awAf ayA l/CA - (1 + yB)l(l + YA + %s)* 
= t1 + /A + yd2 - aA( 1 + ;‘B) 
@‘A 
G- WA is positive when YA > Vg4( 1 + yB) - 1 - ps 
= gf,(y,) and has an mfmlte value for 
YA = yi(yB) Similarly 
dy..i - awBiayB 
- = 
= (I + YA + yBJ2 - flB(l + ?A) 
4+ w, a wBiayA 3B~B 
QA m this case - d > 0 for 
dYB w, 
= 0 when ys = a,(1 + yA) - 1 - yA = yL(yA) and dy, 
dYB wg 
> yi(y,> An Interesting result connectmg WA and W, with the earher mentloned function 
Ey,, ys) 1s the followmg f(yAr yB) has been defined as the Jacoblan 
wAwA, @%) = awA awB awA dwB 
f(YA? YB> = ( 1 f YA + YB’S)~~A~B (32) 
therefore f = 0 when - 
Q*‘l ma-1 
OIMENSIONLESS CONCENtRATlON 
% 
OF 6 
Fig 5 Signs of the mvanants 
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We can dlvlde the (y4, ys) plane mto different regions accordmg to the sign of W,, , W,, 
@A djf, 
dy, ,v~ I I 
and - 
d 7, “;I 
We ~111 refer to those regions usmg the numbers I, lla, etc m our dIscussIon 
Those regions and some lines of constant WA and W, are presented m Fig 6 for 1 < o, < oB 
If o, < I < oBB, region Ill does not exist for positive yA, ys 
2 2 c Internal dlscontmultles Let us now turn our attention to Internal dlscontmultles 
Such dlscontmultles should start and end at points on the Langmuir isotherm having the same 
values of WA and W,, 1 e at the (yA, y8) plane ~111 be presented by a straight lme connecting 
two points of constant WA and W, A first conclusion from the above observation 1s that an 
internal Jump has to connect two points of one of the three regions I, II, Ill defined earlier 
Furthermore, an internal Jump can’t take place m region I since any two lmes of constant WA, 
W, > 0 have only one common point Lookmg back to Equation (32) for f(y,,, ys) since aW,l 
a;:, 2 0 and awA/ay.,, > 0 when yA > y!,(y,) we can conclude for region II 
dyA 
f(YA? Yi?) > cl when dy I I >dy, dy (region lla) I9 M’” 6 WH 
dyA 
f(YAt Yd < 0 when dy I I < dYA dy, w, (region Ilb, 11~) B w’A 
Now consider a Jump having one end m region lla (like KL in Fig 6) In order to cross 
again the lines of constant WA and W, passing from K, the slope of the Jump KL (name It 
&A dyA 
G, = a) should satisfy - 
dYA 
dy, w, 
>a>- 
dy, w, 
at point K Since the line of constant WA IS 
con&e and that of constant g, is convex at point L we will have 
dY.4 dYA dYA 
dy, MIA 
< a and - 
dyB w, 
<a*- I I > dyA dy, wg dyB w, Jf<O 
Therefore an internal Jump m region II has to connect two pomts with different sign of f(yA, 
;qB) (1 e every point of region Ila can be connected with an internal Jump with a point of region 
llb or llc) The results of the analysis for an internal dlscontmulty m region III, like MN m 
Fig 6, are similar So we have proved that every internal Jump crosses the lme f(y,., , yB) = 0 
2 3 Feasible ducontmultles m the ideal model 
Although the analysis of the (yA, yB) plane for the finite adsorption model as & --* CQ 
shows that the direction of any dlscontmulty 1s upwards above the Langmulr isotherm and 
downwards below the isotherm this result is mlsleadmg because for that analysis v, was 
- Llrn of mmlofd w; 
----- Lmor of oomlonf w: 
wASWW”‘yVwAl 
WB4W0’%2~l 
DIMENSIONLESS CONCENTRATION OF B 
hg 6 Dwmon of the ( ,*, ,*) phase plane m regions 
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considered as a parameter The fact IS that we can’t have a Jump for only one of the two species 
A, B except m the trlvlal case where the concentration of the other species remams zero 
Therefore m the previously mentloned analysis for the (*t ,*, ,la) plane, vB also changes along 
the Jump 
2 3 a Types offeasrble dwontmmes Gomg back to the fume adsorptlon case as I, + x 
we recall that dv,ldy, = l/a, which means that dv,id< and dy,/d< have always the same sign 
The direction of the Jump ~111 depend on the sign of dy,/d< = -i,( 1 - vA - v&, - v, 
Fig 7 shows the regions of different signs of dy,.,id< and disld{ on a (v~, vB) plane for given 
values of iA, ys 
As we can see from the figure there are regions of values of v,, v, for which although 
v, > VA* (I e above the Isotherm), dy,ld< < 0 (region 8) or slmllarly for vB < ~8, dyBldx > 0 
(region 6) 
Each dlscontmulty can be defined by the sign of dy,id< and the relative position of the 
dlscontmulty path with respect to the Langmulr isotherm (above or below indicated by v, > 
v:’ or v, < v,* respectively) There are four different types of Jump w r t each species 
Type 1 dy,ldr > 0, v, < v,* (= upward, below the isotherm) 
Type 2 dy,ld< > 0, v, > vf (= upward, above the isotherm) 
Type 3 dy,ld< < 0, v, > VP (= downward, above the Isotherm) 
Type 4 dy,ld< < 0, v, < VP (= downward, below the isotherm) 
Each dlscontmulty m the reactor (or at its ends) ~111 be represented by a pair of numbers 
(for example [2, 31) the first descnbmg the Jump type for A and the second for B This gives 
a total of 16 different Jumps Some of them may not be feasible 
Two lemmas which can be easily proved help to eliminate some of those Jumps 
LEMMA 1 
When both paths of the Jump (I e w r t A and B) are above (below) the isotherm both 
dy,ldr and dy,ld< have to be positive (negative) Jumps [l, 11, [l, 41, [2, 31, [3, 21, [3, 31 
and [4, 1] are eliminated by this lemma 
LEMMA 2 
When the Jumps w r t A and B have opposite sign, the upward one has to take place 
above and the downward below the Isotherm Jumps [l, 31, [3, I] and again [1, 41, [2, 31, [3, 
31, and [4, 1] are eliminated because of this lemma 
Another way to ehmmate those eight dlscontmumes would be by observmg that they refer 
to nonexmng regions of Fig 7 
To determine the feaslblhty of each of the remammg Jumps we consider the quantltles 
listed below Note that In the analysis below, we call a top Jump one which starts from the 
SOLID CONCENTRATION OF A 
Fig 7 Sign of dg,/d5 III d (v,, h,) phase plane 
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Langmulr isotherm, and a bottom Jump one which ends on the Langmulr Isotherm Obviously 
an internal Jump has to satisfy the conditions for both ends 
(A) Szgn ofdy,ldl Consider aJump with its final (or mitral) point (y,,, yB) on the isotherm 
The path of the Jump on the plane y,,, ys is a line of slope dy,ldy, = a A point Just before 
(or after) the pomt (yA, ys) can always be written as yA 2 ha, ytl + h, h > 0 Clearly this will 
not be a point on the Langmulr isotherm The values of solid concentrations v, and vB can be 
calculated from the mvarlants W, and W,, and substitution of all the values into Equation (29) 
for the sign of dy,/dr will result m a constraint for the slope a 
(B) Relatwe poszt~on of the jump path and the Langmuw zsotherm Assume that we have 
a Jump, the proJection of which on the yA, yB plane 1s a lme of slope dy,ldys = a Consider 
a bottom Jump of species A, for instance, above the isotherm I e vA > vi If yA, ye, v,, vs 1s 
a point on the Jump path and yAc,, A,, 1s the final pomt of the Jump on the isotherm then v, > 
VA* 3 - v, < -VA* * yA/oA - v, < y*la, - vj or W, < Wx (here the asterisk denotes 
quantities calculated with v,, v, m adsorption equlhbnum with yA, ys) But durmg a Jump W, 
1s invmmt so that WA = W,&, = y,+/o, - VA,, = y&,/DA - yA,/(l + y&, + y&) = W,*, since 
the point yAO, YE0 IS on the Langmulr isotherm Therefore, W,*, < Wx, which means that at 
every point of the Jump path, the value of Wx , correspondmg to YA, ys is greater than the final 
point Also it means that there is a region of the Jump which includes yA,,, yBo for which as we 
move towards the isotherm, WI decreases 1e dWX < 0 (this 1s not necessanly true for the 
entire Jump) Similar aQWneUtS for a top Jump with VA > VI lead to the conclusion that as we 
move along the path of the Jump (in this case away from the isotherm) dWX > 0 The results 
for all the possible cases are summarized m Table 1 
dYA For a path of slope - = 2 
dy, 
dWX = _!_ _ ll; y; -+ y;‘; 
1 
dy, and dW; = 
1 1 + YA - ayE - - 
OA 1 dy, A B aB t1 + ?A + YB)’ 
The above results for the sign of the dW,*‘s can be expressed as constraints relatmg a to the 
slopes of the lines tangent to the WA , * Wg curves These m turn can be translated mto constraints 
for the point (ya, yB) of the Jump which hes on the Langmuu- Isotherm Another geomemc 
interpretation leading to the same results can be vlsuahzed by consldermg the slope of a Jump, 
dlqA/dyA = 1 /aA, and the slope of a line tangent o the Langmuir Isotherm on a direction dy,/ 
dyB = a 
dYA 
dyB La = 
1 + YB - yA/a 
c1 + ?A + h)* 
All the above mentioned results can be now used to study the condltlon for the feaslblllty 
of each type of Jump as summanzed m Table 2 The necessary condltlons presented m the 
table refer to the final or the mltlal pomt of a bottom or top dlscontmulty respectively 
Table 1 Change of W: at each dwontmulty 
Jump pos~tlon Bottom jump 
above the 
isotherm 
du; < 0 
Y1 > v; The final point 
has the smallest 
W; value 
TOP jump 
dW; > 0 
The lnitlal point 
has the smallest 
W; value 
below the 
isotherm' 
dW; > 0 dW; c 0 
5 
-z "; The final point The initial point 
has the largest 
W; value 
has the largest 
WY value I 
Internal hump 
The junp path connects 
two points of equal 
W, = $9 passing through 
points of larger WT 
The jump path connects 
two points of equal 
W, = W,' oassing through 
ooints of smaller WT 
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Table 2 Feasible dlscontmmes of the Ideal model 
Type, description of the jump 
Necessary conditions for discontinuity at 
Bottom Top Internal 
1121 
dvA/dx > 0, vA c v; 
"* ' l+v*+rg 
YA < Y: (Yg) 
dyg/dx > 0, vB > v; 
Impossible 
(a, > 1) 
c2.11 
dyA/dx ) 0, vA ) v; 
dyg/dx > 0, vB < v; 
1 :~~~~yB' / yB < Y: (yAl / Impossible 
L4.21 
dyAldx < 0. uA ( v; 
dyg/dx > 0, vB > v; 
CyA.yB) ;;Irqion (vA,yg) in re- 
gion I Impossible 
or IIb, IIc with or IIa with 
a>-K o > -K 
[4*31 
dv,,/dx ( 0. vA < v; Y* < Y; (rs) 
dyg/dx < 0. uB > u; 
YB < Y; (YA) Impossible 
(UA ' 1) 
(~41 
dyAldx > 0, uA > v; 
same as for same as for 
(yA,yg) fn re- 
dyg/dx < 0. uB < v; [4,21 [42J 
gfon II 
a>-Y 
[3,41 
dyA/dx c 0, vA > v;; 
dyg/dx c 0, uB c v; 
l+Y*+YB < a* 
YA < Y: (YB) 
Impossible 
lo* > 1) 
[4*41 
dyA/dx c 0. vA < v; (yA,yB) ;yIegfon 
same as for 
drg/dx < 0, uB c v; (a* > 1) [2*21 
a* ' l+rA+YB 
I I , I 
From the conclusions of this table we can see that many typ&s of Jumps are eliminated 
(mainly bottom Jumps) once we assume C* < 1 Actually, we only have to assume that every- 
where in the reactor 1 + ya + yB > a, We recall from the dlscusslon about the mvanant W 
that m the region I + yA + ys < a,., -C oB both species are selectively carried on the solid 
phase and we don’t have separation Furthermore, m this region W < 0 which means that at 
least one of the solid feed concentrations vi, vi has to be positive This IS a necessary condltlon 
for a solution trajectory to have a pomt m region 1 + ?A + ys < CS~ 
By studymg the dlrectlon of traJectones m the phase plane yA, y’s and noting that the only 
feasible internal Jump in that region IS a type 14, 41 we can conclude the followmg 
0 The only way for a solution trajectory which starts outside the region to enter It IS from 
above (direction of trajectones downwards) The trajectones starting from a region where 
yA > yJK, approach the eqmhbnum hne, I e a performance similar to a fixed bed reactor 
l When the solution starts m this region (1 e , 1 + yi + yi ( oA) the trajectones will 
enter the region 1 + yA + ys > o;, where separation occurs only If the inlet conditions are in 
the region where f(~,,,, Q < 0, below the eqmhbnum lme and the solution remains below the 
eqmhbnum hne 
As a result of these observations we can state that although the case o,, > 1 IS more 
interesting from the mathematical analysis pomt of view, It IS not of practical Interest for a 
moving bed reactor where the mam idea for any apphcat!on 1s to obtain simultaneous separation 
and reaction so that one of the outlet streams IS nch in the species not favored by the equlhbrlum 
of the reactlon For this reason m the rest of our analysis we ~111 assume that 1 + ;A + ;B > 
a, everywhere m the reactor 
2 3 b Feasible concentration values Next we present for each acceptable bottom or top 
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Jump the regions of feasible values of concentrations and mvanant correspondmg to given feed 
concentrations at the bottom or top of the reactor 
(1) Bottom Jumps For a bottom Jump given ~2, y$ we have to find yi’ , yk* or equivalently 
vi and vi Llmlts for those concentrations as well as for the mvanant W can be obtained using 
some mput from the graphical representation f a Jump 
(1) Type [2, 41 From Table 2 we see that the final pomt 7;’ , yi’ has to be m region IIb 
or IIc That means that W, < 0 
(1 e the mltlal point of the Jump has also to be m region II) As shown m Fig 8, vi can’t 
exceed point M because a line of slope 110~ > 1 starting above M can’t intersect any Langmulr 
isotherm Therefore 
and 
For the gas concentrations 0 s yi’ S $ and yi < yl;’ < yiiax where yj&, satisfies the 
equation 
W(YEax~ W,*(yi, ri) 
1 1 1 1 
0) = or Y!&, ( - - ) = yi ( ;;;I - 0, 1 + yl;+,, 1 + y; + 7; 1 
From the sign of denvatlves dy,Jti > 0, dy,/dx < 0 we must also have vi/y; < 1 - vi - 
vj < vi/$ These llmlts for vi, b vg define a region of feasible values of v;, vk for given yA, 
yk which 1s region KLMN of Fig 9 The limits calculated this way arc broader than the actual 
ones since they are obtained from the necessary condmons each dlscontmulty has to satisfy 
and the sufficient condltlons cannot always be wntten exphcltly In Fig 9 the dashed area 
represents a typical example of the actual feasible region of values for vi and vk For the region 
of Yri’, y&+ except for the above-mentioned limits we also have to consider that Wjfb+ < 
Wzb and Wib+ > WJb (see dlscusslon about the relative position of the Jump path and the 
Langmulr Isotherm) In Fig 10 region KLMN is that defined by the above constraints and 1s 
again compared with a typical actual region In Fig 10(a), (~2, 7:) 1s m region IIa and m 10(b) 
m region IIb or IIc As for the limits of the mvanant W for given yf; and yi it 1s more convenient 
to calculate them from Fig 9 Since W = yilaA + ykloB - vl; - vk, the maxlmum W value 
will correspond to pomt L (mmlmum vi + vi> and the mmlmum W to pomt N (maximum 
11; + vi) 
SIODO l 
v 
b 
‘6 
b+ 
?A ?A 
GAS PHASE CONCENTRATION OF A 
Fq 8 Bottom Jump type [2, 41 
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SOLID CONCENTRATION OF A 
Rg 9 Feastble region of vi, vg values for bottom drscontmumes 
The hmlts of the mvanant obtained this way are 
(if oB < (1 + yJ(1 + yB) the upper hmlt 1s yf;la, - (oB - yi - 1)/a,) 
(11) Type [4,2] From Table 2 the final pomt has to be m region IIb or IIc and a = LIJJ~/ 
dyB > -K L=- - 1 + (yi - y;+)l(y: - y$+) > - 1 + /; - y;’ < ,J;+ - -/f; + y;’ + 
y! < yi’ + yi’ 1 e , also the mitral pomt has to be m region IIb or IIc The limits of the 
vanables can be calculated by procedures slmllar to the ones described for type [2, 41 We give 
here only the results 
b> b+ > 
YA H ‘?A - YE,,, where rf;‘,,, IS the mtersectlon of the curves 
~(YA, */A = 0 and W,*(yA, YB) = WXb 
yki,, 2 y$+ 2 yg where yifmal 1s the same pomt as $+,,, (pomt P m Fig 9(a)) Limits for the 
solid concentrations 
and 
OIYENSIONLESS CONC OF B OIYLNSIONLESS CONC OF B 
Fig IO Feasible region of y!,’ tr;+ ~ahes for bottom dlscontmultles, (a) (,#I;, $) m region Ild (b) ON?, ,%I m 
region IIb or Ilc 
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From the sign of dy,/dx, dy,ldx, ~2, ~1; have to satisfy also 
21 
For given j$, I$ m region IIb or Ilc we can graphically define the region of feasible yi+ , 
$’ as shown m Fig IO(a) (region MOP) and from that calculate the limits of the invariant W 
graphlcally _ 
We can also use the above mentioned limits with a procedure similar to that described for 
Jump [2, 41 The maximum W will correspond to point A m Fig 9 and W,,,,, to pomt S, and the 
limits for W are 
(34) 
OA 0, 
In Figs 9 and 10(a) the regions for vi, v$ (MQRS) and for 7:‘) 7;’ (MOP) respectively are 
compared with typical examples of acceptable values Although, as shown m Fig 9, the above 
calculated hmlts for ~2, vk are too broad, the limits for the value of W, which 1s essential for 
the constructlon of the solution, provide a relatively narrow region to work with 
(2) Top humps For the top Jumps we are concerned with the set of feasible values of 
II;-, yf; (on the Langmulr isotherm) for given top boundary values vi, vip There are SIX types 
of feasible top Jumps for 1 + yA + ys > (3A An analysis similar to the one performed for the 
bottom Jumps would again give limits for W, 1~:) 7; etc for given VA, vi Because of the number 
of different Jumps which are possible, the limits for W are likely to be broader than the ones 
calculated from the bottom conditions, so it seems to be meamngless to perform those calcu- 
lations What we can do 1s use the limits of W calculated from the bottom condltlons and fmd 
the points of feasible values of r;-, y;- correspondmg to the acceptable range of W values 
Since v’ A, vh are given it is easier to study the acceptable region of starting points of top Jumps 
on a (v,,, v~) plane From the Langmmr isotherm condltlon we get y: = v,/(l - vA - ve) 
and we can draw the loci of constant W 2, W8 or W values on a (v,, , vB) plane The conditions 
of Table 2 can be translated mto condmons for 1’ A, v, and taking mto conslderatlon the relation 
between W,*‘- and WI*‘, I = A, B for each type of Jump from Table 1, we can define the 
feasible regions of values of I$- , vl; for given I$, 11; In Fig 11 those regions are compared 
with typical examples of actual regions for (vi, 11;) in region IIa (11 (a)) and IIb or IIc (11 (b)) 
One more constraint we have to note 15 that since 
for 111, = 0, this means Wg*I- b 0, I e 1 + ya- + yh- 2 aB, or ‘JI; = 0 
3 SOLUTION OF THE IDEAL MODEL 
3 1 Construction of the solution for given reactor length and boundary condmons 
In order to construct the solution for given ;*i, $, II;, vi and H, we have to find the values 
of ,,I;+ , ;$’ , vi- ) 1’;; (Some of them might be equal to the given feed concentrations when a 
Jump at the top or bottom doesn’t exist, so that 
(35) 
where ;t:- = Y:-/(l - I’;- - I$,-). ;‘,,, ;I,2 are the ends of the internal Jump (1 e we might 
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Rg I1 Feasible region of vi-, vi- values for top dlscontmtutles, (a) (v;, ~6) III region Ha, (b) (v:, \k) m 
region Ilb or UC 
have y, I = ylz if the solution has no Internal dlscontmmtles) and G,(Y~, & have been defined 
m Equation (26a, b) Also if y!, # yr2 
(36) 
and YAI, ‘Ja2, yEI, Ye2 have to Satisfy the condltlons for an internal lump (necessarily type 
[2, 41) 
There are two sources of uncertainty m the construction of the solution for given reactor 
length and condltlons, makmg a tnal and error procedure unavoidable (I) The fmal point of a 
bottom Jump is not uniquely determined for given ~2, ~4; and (11) The position of an internal 
dlscontmulty 1s not fixed Rather for given value of W, every pomt on the trajectory of constant 
W in region Ha can be the startmg pomt of an internal Jump with final point m region IIb or 
IIc on the same trajectory We will note this relatton by J,(yA, yB), 1 e the final point of an 
internal Jump startmg at (yA, ys) ~111 be the pomt (JA(yA, Ye), Js(*/a, &) and if (yA, ye) 1s the 
final point of an internal Jump the starting pomt 1s (.I; ’ (y,,,  ,J~), .Ti ‘( yA, ;z)> 
Fortunately enough, the above two uncertamtles are mutually exclusive since a bottom 
Jump (type (2, 41 or [4, 21) always ends m region IIb or IIc (see Table 2) and after that the 
solution trajectory cannot cross the lme f(r,, ,J~) = 0 to enter region IIa from which any 
internal Jump has to start Therefore the constructlon of the solution essentially bolls down to 
finding the value of W (for solution wlthout mtemal dlscontmulty) or the posltlon of the internal 
Jump 
Besides the construction of the solution for a given case we want to study the different 
types and the behavior of solution for any value of the feed condltlons and of the reactor length 
For the general case vi, v; Z 0 an exphclt lay-down of all cases and condltlons IS practically 
lmposslble For this reason, we limit ourselves to some general properties and then through 
the study of the construction of the solution to some general results about the effect of H on 
the solution For the case vi = vb = 0 we can exphcltly (although sometimes mdlrectly) 
descnbe the dependency of the solutions on the values of JJ~, rg, H 
Some general properties of the solution are as follows 
(1) If (~2, yi) is m region I (1 e 1 + vi + fk > ae) the solution IS contmuous at the 
bottom 
(2) If (yi, y”,) 1s m region IIa (1 e f(y2, $) > 0, 1 + $, + 7; < (78) the solution can 
have a bottom or an internal dlscontmwty but not both 
(3) If (yi, 2;) IS In region IIb or IIc, 1 e f($ + )$) < 0, the solution cannot have an 
internal dlscontmulty 
In all the above cases the solutlon can be contmuous or dlscontmuous at the top We ~111 
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refer to bottom, internal, or top dlscontmulty of a solution as solution B, M, or T type From 
the second property we can also expect solutions of MT or BT type 
3 2 Procedure for the construction of salmon for the general case va, v;I f 0 
The procedure 1s outlined step by step and mvolves computatlonal or graphlcal defimtlon 
of some values We can write a purely computatlonal algonthm but it 1s much more complicated 
(1) In a lfA, vB phase plane draw the approximate feasible regions of VA- , vi- for the given 
top concentrations vi, vi, as was done m Fig 11 Name it region T- Proceed to step 2, 3 
or 4 depending on the region of y$, y: 
(2) 1 + 1~2 + $ > a, (region I) The solution IS continuous at the bottom, W = W*” = 
#a* + y;laB - ($, + yk)/( 1 + yi + yi) Draw the trajectory of constant W on the phase 
plane v,, v~, and on the plane yA, ys (1) If the traJectory crosses the line 1 + yA + Ye = 0, 
(starting from yi, jJB) h before the equlhbrmm lme yA = yB/Kf?, the solution can have an internal 
dlscontmulty This condltlon can be expressed m terms of the mvarlant W The value of W 
separating the two cases is W, = (oB - l)(l - K)l((l + Kc)o,J, calculated from the pomt 
” C of Fig 12 Let <, = 
I 
dy* 
G,4(?,4, ?B)’ 
where yi = CSACJBW*“I(~B - oA) is the point at which 
,; 
the trajectory crosses the lme 1 + l?z + yB = oB If r, > 1 the reactor is not long enough to 
exhibit internal dlscontmultles Integrate Equation (26a) starting from point (yA, ye) up to < = 1 
and go to step 5 If 5, < 1 the reactor can have an mtemal Jump Go to step 6 (ii) If the 
traJectory crosses the equlhbnum lme first, the solution 1s contmuous everywhere m the reactor 
(except perhaps at the top) Integrate Equation (26) up to c = 1 Go to step 5 
(3) yf;, 7; m region IIa The solution can have a bottom or an internal dlscontmulty To 
check the former proceed as m step 4, to check the latter The solution will be contmuous at 
the bottom, 1 e W = W*b We have again to check if the traJectory crosses the hne 1 + yA + 
>‘B = oB or the eqmhbnum lme first as m step 2 If W < W, go to step 6 If W > W, integrate 
Equation (26) starting from (yA, YB) up to < = 1 If at 7 = 1 we are still in region IIa, go to 
step 6 If before < = 1 we have entered region I, the solution is contmuous, except for the 
top perhaps Go to step 5 
(4) 72, 7: in region IIb or IIc (f(y; , 72) < 0) The solution is dlscontmumes at the bottom 
Note that we can treat the case of continuity at the bottom as a trlvlal bottom Jump From the 
relations (33) and (34) calculate the limits of the value of W Draw some lines of constant W 
between W,,,,, and W,,, m the phase plane vA, vB By trial and error find an acceptable value 
DIMENSIONLESS CONCENTRATION OF B 
FQ 12 Solutwn constrwtlon of the Ideal model (, , ,s) phase plane 
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of 2’ , 7:’ such that integrating Equation (26) up to < = 1 we end to a point ,rA, ,F~ with 11~ = 
./A/(l + ‘/A + hd, v5 = ^/S/t1 + /A + ;18) in the region of the acceptable values for vr;. 
vi- Generally, we might be able to find more than one solution to the problem for a given 
length H If the value W = W_, correspondmg to the pomt F m Rg 12 where the lme f = 0 
crosses the equlllbnum line, IS m the interval (W,,,,,, W,,,), and If there IS a solution for a fuute 
length H, we can find the solution for any H smce we can place the point ;$-, ,$+ as close to 
the equlllbnum line OF as we want 
If W,,,,, > W_ we can construct the solution only for H less than some finite H,, For 
H > Hb integrating along the traJectory of constant W we enter the region of negative ;la values 
before < = 1 The value Hb is the maximum reactor length for which mtegratlon of Equation 
(26) starting from a pomt (~2’ , yg’) acceptable for the given bottom condltlons (ri, ,$), ends 
on the lme ys - 0 at c = 1 This pomt has to be found by tnal and error and It 1s very likely 
to be point Q m Fig 10(a) for (yi, $) m region IIb or IIc (point P can be used as a first 
approxlmatlon) and point M m Fig 10(b) for (~4;, 7;) m region IIa This concludes the con- 
struction of a solution with bottom dlscontmulty 
(5) Integration of Equation (26) up to 5 = 1 led to a point (vi-, ,$-I m region I We can 
find the correspondmg point (vi-, vi;) in the phase plane VA, v, If this point 1s in the region 
T- for the given top concentrations v’ A, vk, there IS a solution for the given H We might have 
to check d (vi-, vf;) 1s an acceptable point by calculation also, smce there IS some uncertamty 
in drawing region T- in the plane VA, v, If point (vi-, I&-;) 1s not m the acceptable region we 
can give some conclusions about the reactor length for which a solution exists, studying the 
points at which the trajectory W crosses the feasible region T- For a given H there IS at most 
one acceptable solution 
(6) The solution might exhibit internal dlscontmumes Integrate Equation (26) from 
(yi, yi) up to < = 1 If we have to cross the curve f = 0 or if the final point of mtegratlon 
at 5 = 1 1s not a point of region T- we have to introduce an internal dlscontmulty Otherwise 
we have a solution for the given H In order to Introduce an internal dlscontmulty we have to 
fing yA, on the trajectory of constant W so that we satisfy Equations (35) and (36) with yp’ = 
yp and so that (~a-, yf;) 1s m region T- Agam this requires a tnal and error procedure, and 
generally, if there exists one solution, we can fmd an mfmlte number of solutions for a given 
H I e there 1s some uncertainty m the value of y,,, :I,~ and y:- of the solution As before, 
studying the position of the trajectory w r t region T- we can speculate about the existence 
of solution for any length H 
3 3 Example of solution construction for a general case 
Next we give an example of how we can construct the solution for given boundary 
condltlons In Fig 13 the region T- for the given vi, v; is presented We ~111 again dlstmgulsh 
three cases, depending on the region where (~2, 7:) belongs 
(1) In Fig 12 points D, D, dre in region 1 with correspondmg values of W W, < 
W_ < W, < W, < W, < W, The solution 1s continuous at the bottom, but only for given 
bottom concentration at D, or Dz can we have Internal dlscontmultles, provided the length H 
IS enough to enter region Ha, I e larger than the length required to integrate along W from D, 
to C, or from D2 to Cz respectively For smaller H we have a T type solution, provided integration 
starting from point D, or D, up to c = I leads to a point inside region T- m Fig 13 
As for the solution with bottom condition at D3 or D, It IS always T type, but it exists 
only for H giving acceptable (va., vl;) pomts If we note by Z(X, Y) the reactor length required 
to integrate from a point X to pomt Y both on a trajectory of constant value W, then for W, for 
instance, there IS a solution only for 0 s H s Z(D,, PJ and .Z(D4, Q4) S H S Z(D,, RJ and 
for W, solution exists among others for any H 2 Z(D?, R,) These examples already show why 
It IS vn-tually impossible to state exphcltly the condlttons for existence of each type of solution 
Returning to trajectones W, and Wz, as noted before for adequate length, we can enter 
region 11 and have MT type solutions For W = Wz every Internal discontinuity starting at any 
point between Cz and E2 would lead to a point between F2 and Kz and therefore after mtegratlon 
up to < = 1, to a point outstde region T- Therefore, for the given vi, I$-, we can have only 
a T type solution for W = Wz We note also that d solution exists for any H 2 3CD2, P2) For 
W = W, we can have a T type solution for Z(D,, P,) S H S E(D,, F,) For longer H, an 
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hg 13 Solution constructlon of the Ideal model, (v,,, v,) phase plane 
internal Jump has to be introduced startmg between C, and F, and ending between E, and F, 
so that integration up to r = 1 doesn’t cross the lme f = 0 agam, or between E, and R, so 
that integration up to { = 1 doesn’t lead us out of region T- Clearly we can do that for any 
H 3 Z(D,, P,) because we can arrange the final pomt of the Internal Jump to be as close to 
E, as we want Also, for a given H once we fmd one acceptable solution MT type we can in 
prmclple construct many others For instance, if N, is the final pomt of the internal Jump of 
an acceptable MT type solution, any point between N,E, can be chosen as the final pomt of 
an acceptable MT type solution 
(2) In Fig 12 points G, G, are m region Ila on trajectories of W = W, W, 
respectively We can easily see from Fig 13 that for W = W, the solution IS T type for any 
H 2 Z(Gz, P2), and there 1s no solution for smaller H For W = W, the solution 1s T type for 
any H For W = W, the solution exists and 1s T type only for H S Z(G,, S,) For W = W, 
there is no solution for very small values of H, specifically for H 6 Z(G,, R;) where RI = 
J-'(R,), 1 e the mltlal point of an internal Jump ending to R, For 3(G,, RI) c H c 3(G,, 
PI) the solution 1s MT type For H > .Z(G,, P,) the solution can be T or MT type as discussed 
before (case 1 for W,) 
(3) For a bottom condltlon at region IIb or IIc, there 1s no solution for any H for the 
~a, V; of the example for any W*b 3 W, For W*b = W, the solution will be BT type for any 
H As H + * the point ($+, 7:‘) gets closer to the equrhbrlum lme 
We can now summanze the results of the above analysis and wnte some necessary con- 
dltlons for the existence of each type of solution Based on the three general properties we 
mentioned earlier we can state m addition 
(1) For ;I:, 71; in region I the solution is continuous at the bottom, W = W*b (1) W*b < W,, 
the solution IS T type for small H, MT type for larger H, 1 e there 1s a mmlmum length of 
reactor requirement for internal Jump in this case (11) W*b 5 W,, the solution 1s T type for 
any H 
(2) yf;, ]I$ in region IIa For small H the solution can be BT or T type dependmg on the 
top boundary condltlon (1) W*b < W-, the solution can be T type only up to some finite H 
For larger H It 1s BT or MT type Depending on the values of feed concentrations we might 
have a BT type for any H If MT type is possible for some length H,, It IS for any H > H, 
(11) w- c W”b < w the solution 1s BT type only for fmlte H For larger lengths T type 
might be feasible for a& H If MT 1s feasible for some H, it is for any H > H, (111) W*b 3 W, , 
the solution 1s T, BT or MT type up to some length H,, then MT or T up to Hz, after that only 
T type 1s possible 
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(3) A, ;$ m region IIb or 1Ic the T type IS possible up to some length H,, BT type possible 
up to some length Hz > HI (I) Wb,!” s W_, a BT solution might exist for any length H (II) 
W”,,, > W_, a solution exists only for H C Hz 
3 4 Solution of the Ideal model for vi = vi = 0 
All the above statements are true provided we deal with a sultable top b c OtherwIse we 
might have cases where a solution doesn’t exist for any length for the given values of ,a’;, 
yi, vi, vi, or although (yi, 7;) lies m region I, a solution exists only for finite length H One 
specific case, which is very attractive for practical appltcatlons 1s that of v; = vi, = 0, 1 e 
top feed with “fresh” sohd Region T- m Ag 13 consists now of region I and the axis bt8 = 0 
In this case we can state explicitly all the condltlons mentioned earlier and divide the set ot 
possible values of feed concentrations vi, yi in regions of different reactor behavior A hst ot 
those regions is given next and for each one the type and properties of solutions for any length 
H are discussed Note also that for vi = vi = 0, W 2 0 
Besides the previously defined points and symbols, we use the followmg notation 
yk(W), Y’,(W) the point where the trajectory of constant value W crosses the lme 
1 + J* + ‘Js = a, 
YLXYA) the value of yB for given ;‘A for which f( ,I~, ,I;) = 0 
Y:(W) the value of J,,, at the point where a trajectory of value W crosses the 
curve f = 0 
(yAI, ys,) and (*JAM, .JB~) the mittal and final point of an internal Jump 
E/!(YAAI Y.i, W) the length requn-ed to integrate Equation (26a) from ;v~ to ,,A along a 
trajectory of value W 
E&s, IL W) same for integration of Equation (26b) 
B, bottom Jump type [2, 41 
& bottom Jump type [4, 21 
T, top Jump with vi; = yh = 0 (Note that the only other acceptable 
top Jump for vi = vi = 0 is a [4, 41 type starting from region I since 
Wg has to be non-negative) 
VA” the value of /I* at the point where the trajectory W = 0 crosses the 
equlhbnum lme (see Fig 13) 
Some of the regions described below are not defined directly but through a relation The number 
of each one refers to the number m Fig 14 where those regions are presented m the y,.,,, *B 
phase plane 
(1) Region of yi, yk values makmg W *b s 0 Solution type B, T,, for any H As H += x, 
W = W*b+ + 0+ For H + 0 $’ + 0+ For yi = 0, ;$’ = ,J; = 0, vi+ = vf; = 
b+ = 
Vi3 vf; = 0 and vi = yglas, vi = 0 for any H 
(2) 0 c 7; < yf, 0 s ~4; < y;K, with W*’ > 0, (1) 0 c H < E&i, 0, W*b) solution 
DIMENSIONLESS CONCENTRATION OF B 
Fig 14 Regtons of reactor behawor xcordmg to the ,$ ,$ values for vi = \‘B = 0 
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type B,T,,, (11) H = ZB(yg, 0, W*‘) solution T,,, Yi = Y:‘, Yi = Y:‘, (HI) H > .ZB(yk, 0, 
W*h) solution &To As H + x, W = W*ht + 0+ 
(3) Y$ < Yi < Y:? 0 < Yk -=I Yi K, (I) and (II) as m (21), (211), (111) for H > SB(yg, 0, 
W*h) solution B,T, As H + x, yg’l yi’ + K, - 
(4) yA” < Y; < $9 Y% < rl; < Ji’(Y:, y; K ) with W*h > 0 Solution BIT,, for any c 
H As H + 0 y;’ ---, 0+ As H + m y;+ly;+ --f K, 
(5) y$ < y::, J-’ B (y;,yj;K,)<yk<a,- 1 -y;w~thW_>W*~>O (1)0sHc 
ZB(J,(yi, yk), 0, W*b) = H, solution B,T,, As H + 0 y’+,=, + 0-t As H --, H,,- (yi’, 
yj’) + (JA(yi, yi), Jdyi, yk)), (11) H > H,, solution M, T,, As H---f 00 yB2/yA2 * K, - 
(6) ~2 + Y: ’ a, - 1 with 0 < W*’ < W- (1) 0 c H S EA(y;, Y;(W*~), W*“) = H, 
solution type T As H + H,- yaw + Y:(W*~) -, yh- + Y~(W*~) + and vi * 0, (11) H > 
H, solution MT, As H + H, + y,, * y:(W*‘) - , y12 + y:-, As H -+ m YS~IY,Q -+ K, - 
(7) y;(Yi) < yg < a, - 1 - yi and W, > W*h > W_ (1) As m (51), (11) H > 
ZB(JB(yir yi), 0, W*b) solution M, T,,, As H + x yBIIyAI --f K, 
(8) Yf4 + Yk > ail - 1 with W_ < Whb < W, (1) As m (61), (11) H > EA(yf;, y;(W*‘), 
Web) = H, solution MT,, As H + Ho+ y,, * Y;(W*~), As H + x ys,lyA, + K,+ 
(9) Y? < Y: < 0, - 1, 0 < yk < yg(yi) (1) 0 C H < .Z8(yi, 0, W*“) = H,, solution 
type B,T,, As H + 0 yk’ + 0+ , (11) H = H, solution T,, yk = yi' , yi = y4;+, (111) HI 2 
H > H, solution B2To, H, = Z8(yL(W*b), 0, W*“) There 1s no solution for H > H, 
(10) (aB - l)/(l + K,) < yi < a, - 1, yL(yi) < yg < ag - 1 - yj;, W*” > W, (I) 
OCHS EB(J,(yf;, yi), 0, WY’) = H, solution B,T,, (as m 51), (11) H, < H S .FA(yi, y>(W*“), 
W*b) = H, solution MT, As H * H, - , y,, + y:(W*“), y12 --, Y:-, (m) H > H, solution T 
type As H + H, + yf- --, y:(W*‘) As H ---, m &,!-A+ K,- 
(11) Yi + Yk > cr, - 1, W*’ > W, Solution approaches fixed bed behavior type T for 
any H As H + x, yi;ly;- --, K, yi = yf;+, yi = yk’ 
As can be seen from the above list the concentration of the gas exit stream at the top of 
the reactor is the result of either a To or T type dlscontmulty For To, yfi = yi; = 0, 1 e the 
gas exit stream consists only of species A and tamer gas For most practical apphcatlons m a 
reaction A * B where B is favored we want to be able to get pure A starting from pure B 
From the analysis of the ideal model we see that this IS possible d we start with Yi = 0, Yi > 
0 provided that W*b < W, But even for larger values of yi, If the reactor 1s long enough 
we’ll have y;- I y;- = K,, 1 e y;- = f.,- K,, v:- = yf- /[ 1 + yi-(1 + K,)] Calculating the 
exit concentrations Y: for vi = vi = 0 from Equation (25) we obtain 
aA 
1 
aB 
1 + Y;-(1 + K,) ’ 1 + Yi-(I + K,) 1 
Since 
aE > a, 3 1 - 
aA aB 
1 + yk-(1 + K,) > ’ - 1 + y;-(1 + K,) 
so y; > yblKP Because of the top Jump, although the reactants Just before the exit of the 
reactor have the same composltlon as m a (long enough) fixed bed, the exit gas stream 1s ncher 
m A than the equlhbnum predicts 
4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
In the followmg examples we present some of the cases of solution behavior for different 
reactor length which were mentloned m the previous analysis For all the examples the values 
of the system parameters are K = 0 2, K, = 2 0, aA = 0 8, aB = 4 0, S, = 0 8 and 8 = 10 0 
set 
1st example yf; = 0, jli = 4 5, Vi = vi = 0 
Figure 15 presents the solution paths in the (yA, YB) phase plane For H < ff, = 90 cm 
the solution 1s T type and since I$ = IL = 0 the exit concentrations Y;, y;l satisfy the equation 
DIMENSIONLESS CONCENTRATION OF B ‘B 
kg 1.5 Example I SoWon paths on the (,I,, ,lR) phase plane 
W = y;la, + ;/ilaB = 0 325 = WY' The mvarlant IS calculated from the bottom concen- 
trations since the solution IS contmuous at the bottom 
For H 3 Ho solution 1s MT, type, and the exit gas stream consist of pure A only The exit 
concentrations (1 e the overall behavior of the reactor) do not change with H for values larger 
than H, which 1s the mmlmum length of the reactor with internal dlscontmulty Only the 
concentration profiles mslde the reactor and the position of the internal dlscontmulty change 
with the reactor length 
Figures 16(a) and (b) present the concentration profiles of the two reactants A, B along 
the reactor and can be used to construct the ideal model solution for the above values of the 
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Fig 17 Example I Gas phase concenuatlons along the reactor when an Internal dlscontlnulty occurs 
feed concentrations for any given value of the reactor length H For H > H,, = 90 cm the m- 
ternal dlscontmulty has to exist at a posmon such that the value of the reactor length before 
the dlscontmulty and of the length after the dlscontmulty add up to the given H Usmg Fig 16 
special attention has to be given to the fact that the length before and after the dlscontmulty 
has to be read at a different x-axIs (m Fig 16(a) bottom and top respectwely) and the internal 
dlscontmmty IS a “tie line” similar to the thm dashed lines of Fig 16 connecting the loci of 
points y,, and ylz In Fig 17 the concentration profiles of A and B along the reactor are presented 
for a case when the solution exhibits an internal dlscontmulty At the point of the internal Jump 
the concentration of A increases and that of B decreases as does the sum C, + C, Therefore 
we can state that the internal Jump, which is a point where a sudden exchange of mass takes 
place between the gas and the solid phase, is also the border of two reactor regions The lower 
1s richer m reactants A and B and the solution trajectories approach the equlllbnum line, similar 
to fixed bed reactor behavior In the upper region the direction of the traJectones 1s dictated 
by the chromatographlc properties of the reactants and diverges from the equlhbnum lme 
2nd example 1~; = 0 8, y; = 1 2, v; = vfp = 0, K, = 5 0 
Figure 18 presents the solution profiles in the (yA, ys) phase plane The bottom condltlons 
are m region 10 of Fig 14, so 
for H S H, = 20 cm the solution 1s BIT, type, 
for H, < H C H, = 125 cm the solution is MT, type 
and 
for H > H, the solution is T type with r>-, yi; approaching the equlhbnum lme and 
.!f 
” + i’;l = 0 633 = w*b 
0, 0, 
s 00 06 76 24 32 
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FIN 18 Example 2 Solunon paths on the (, i ,ja) phase plane 
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Again, when an internal dlscontmulty exists the exit concentrations do not change with the 
length of the reactor and the top gas output consists only of product A Contrary to the previous 
example when H increases over H, the punty of the product deteriorates, and the behavior of 
the moving bed reactor approaches that of a fixed bed 
5 PERFORMANCE OF THE REACTOR 
5 1 Cntenon of performance for the CMCR 
There are two mput and two output streams m the movmg bed reactor, therefore a sultable 
performance cntenon has to be used We can define the total converslon for this reactor (as 
suggested by Cho[ 111) to be 7 = 1 - 
efflux of reactant 
Influx of reactant 
where both sohd and gas streams are 
taken into account so v, = 1 - /: + o,vP 
yp + 0,v:’ 
1 = A, B The only drawback of this defmmon IS 
that the reactant or product leavmg the bottom of the reactor adsorbed on the sohd phase has 
to be recovered through some regeneration process and the product punty, which 1s an important 
parameter for a chromatographlc reactor, has to be defined separately for each output stream 
In the practically attractive case when the reactor is fed with pure catalyst (as m examples 1 
and 2) we want to regenerate and recycle the catalyst leaving the bottom of the reactor In 
order to use a measure of performance consistent with the conversion of the conventlonal 
catalytic reactors, we define as conversion of the movmg bed reactor the ratlo 
moles of product m top gas output CL .,’ 
&nb = 
=-_=/A 
moles of product m bottom gas mput Ci Kyg 
(37) 
For a reactor fed with pure 8, W = W*b = yil~7~ - yi/(l + yf;) (assummg _ii > gB - 1) 
If W < W, and H IS greater than the cntlcal length required for the reactor to exhibit Internal 
dlscontmultles, yk = 0 and W = y;/~~ so qrnb = y;iKti = Wa,,IK;,g = aei,$(,$las - ,!!I 
(1 f yi)) or vmb = 1 - cr,i(l + yi) and the maxlmum conversion with product conslstmg 
of A only is obtained when W*b = W, 
If W > W, accordmg to the earlier dlscusslon qrnb = y;lK$ = ;$- [ 1 - o*/ 1 + /a-( 1 + 
K,)]IKyi and for a long enough reactor & = K,yf,- and W = yiiaB - ,J:/( 1 + yi) = yl;/ 
a* + y;- KJa, - yA-(l + K,)l[l + y>-(1 + K,)] For a fixed bed reactor the mvarlant 
quantity is y* + Ky, = Kyb (for yb = 0) and for long enough reactor 7; = ,$K, so the above 
Table 3 ConversIon and product punty tor a movmg bed reactor 
Feed concentration 
b 
YB 
4 0.2 100.0 08 
5 0 333 100.0 0.667 
6 0.429 100.0 0 571 
7 05 100 0 0.5 
7 53 0.531 100.0 0.469 
10 89 0.588 88.68 0 336 
14 31 0.619 83.78 0.261 
17.76 0.638 81.05 0.225 
21.22 0.650 79 31 0.18 
28.17 0 666 77 21 0 137 
35 14 0 676 76.0 0 11 
Conversion 
'mb 
Product purity 
moles % of A in 
top gas output 
Fraction of reactant 8 
lost with bottom solid 
output 
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defmltlon of efficiency gives yl/r = y;lKy, ’ = KyI; /(l + KK,)lKyk = 1 /(l + KK,), mde- 
pendent of y: In Table 3 total conversions and product punties are given for a movmg bed 
reactor of adequate length fed with B at the bottom for different values of 7; The values of 
the system parameters are o, = 0 8, CT~ = 4, K = 0 2, K, = 2 For those values the total 
conversion and the product purity for a fixed bed reactor are at most 0 7 14 Comparmg the 
conversions for a conventional fixed bed reactor and a movmg bed with a bottom feed we see 
that the latter gives lower conversion and higher product purity 
Another interesting feature of the CMCR is shown m Fig 19 where the performance of 
the CMCR 1s compared with that of d fixed bed reactor of the same length Although the 
conversion of the CMCR 1s always lower and the product purity higher than that of an equal 
length fixed bed reactor the optimal performance of the CMCR 1s obtained m a finite length, 
whereas for a fixed bed the maximum conversion and product purity are obtained asymptotically 
for a very long reactor 
5 2 The mod$ed movmg bed reactor 
The mam problem of this fallmg bed reactor IS that some of the reactant fed at the bottom 
1s adsorbed on the catalyst coming out of the reactor, and is in a sense lost The fraction lost 
IS equal to oBBl( 1 + $), and 1s considerable for the low values of $ from which we can attam 
the high punty product mdlcated m Table 2 To recover this amount of reactant we can use a 
part of the reactor as a stnppmg sectlon The modlfled moving bed reactor is schematically 
presented m Fig 20(a) 
The earner gas IS fed at the bottom and the reactant B at some pomt along the side of the 
reactor We can assume that we can feed pure B and that the volumetnc flow rate of the side 
feed IS negllglble with respect to that of the tamer gas so that the gas velocity is constant along 
the reactor and the same phase planes can be used for both parts of the reactor Smce yi = 
;$ = 0, the only way to enter the posltlve quadrant of the yA, yB phase plane 1s through a 
bottom Jump along the line ?A = 0, 1~:’ = 0, yk’ > 0, shown in Fig 21 
Then a trajectory like BC is followed m the stnppmg part of the reactor up to the feed 
point There the value of the mvanant WA has to remain constant, smce no reactant A 1s fed, 
but that of W, has to mcrease by yiloB where yi = F,K,IAU,& is a dlmenslonless feed 
concentration resultmg from mixing the amount of B fed, FB, with the tamer gas A dlscontmulty 
has to be introduced between points C Oust below) and F (just above the feed pomt) accordmg 
to the two relations W,’ = W,’ and W,’ = W,” + &/as Pomt F can now be consldered as the 
bottom feed pomt of the upper part of the reactor and the previous analysis for the reactor alth 
bottom feed can be apphed Choosmg appropnately the length of each sectlon of the reactor 
and the value of 115 we can get top gas product consistmg of A only The concentration profiles 
along the modlfled moving bed reactor are presented m Fig 20(b) With vk = vi = 0, the 
value of the mvanant W for the upper part of the reactor will be W = ykloA and for the lower 
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Rg 20 The modltied mowng bed reactor, (a) schematIc representation, (b) concentranon profiles along the 
reactor 
part W’ = yi+/aB - Yi+/(l + Yi’) The conversion for the modified moving bed reactor 
will be 
i 
= Yi’ - oBy;+/(l + ,;+, + ys 
Yi 
(38) 
For a given value of Yi+ (1 e known W’) the conversion mcreases with /j, The maximum 
conversion for which product punty 1s still 100% IS attained for W = W,, I e f/a, = W, - 
W’ and the converslon m this case IS qzb = W, /(W+ - W’) Note that W’ IS negative smce 
YS b+ < a, - 1 so ?& < 1 It IS obvious that we can select values of yi’ and of ~6 such that 
the modified moving bed reactor gives conversions and product purity higher than the fixed 
bed The fraction of reactant B which IS “lost” adsorbed on the catalyst leaving the bottom 
of this reactor 1s now eqUd to oBv~/ yi = - nBW’l yi = 1 - u,*b 
In Table 4 values of q& are presented for different values of yi’ and {{ In all the cases 
presented, the top gas output contams product A only The parameters of the system are the 
same as those used to compile Table 3, hence the maximum conversion and product punty of 
a conventional fixed bed reactor for any yh value would be 0 714 In conclusion we can state 
that for appropnate choice of the feed concentration and of the length of each section, the 
07 t 
06 
DIMENSH)NLESS CONCENTRATION OF B 
Fig 21 Solutlon path of the modified reactor on (7,. ,lg) plane 
Analysis of the counter-current movmg-bed chromatographlc reactor 
Table 4 Performance of the modlfted movmg bed reactor 
Y; 
f Conversion 
fraction of reactant 
W' YB 
u B lost with bottom 
G 
solid output 
01 -0.066 4 0.934 0.934 0.066 
0.1 -0.066 3 0 604 0.912 0.088 
01 -0 066 2 0 434 0 868 0.132 
0.2 -0 117 4 0.883 0.883 0.117 
0.2 -0 117 3 0 633 0.844 0.156 
0.2 -0.117 2 0.383 0.767 0.233 
0.3 -0 156 4.5 0.969 0.862 0 138 
0.3 -0 156 3 0.594 0.792 0.208 
03 -0.156 2 0.344 0.688 0.312 
33 
performance of the modified moving bed reactor exceeds that of a fixed bed in terms of both 
total conversion and product putlty 
NOTATION 
cross-sectional rea of the column 
concentration m the fluid phase 
diffusion coefficient 
feed flow rate 
function of concentratron defined by Equation (27) 
functions of concentration defined by Fiquatlon (26a, b) 
length of the reactor 
concentration of component z at the final point of an internal dlscontmutty with 
mitial point (ya, yB) 
concentration of component 1at the mltlal point of an internal dlscontmulty with 
final point (yA, ys) 
adsorptlon and desorptlon rate coefficients 
forward and backward chemical reactlon rate constants 
relative adsorptlvlty = KAIKB 
chemical reactlon equlhbnum constant = k,lk: 
adsorption equlhbnum constant for component I = k,Jk,,, 
sohd phase concentration 
hmltmg concentration of adsorbates on the solld surface 
Peclet number for component I = 9,,llJ$! 
time 
linear velocity of fluid phase 
linear velocity of solid phase 
axial distance in the reactor 
mvanant of the system = W, + W, 
mvanant for component I at a dlscontmulty = y,/a, - v, 
Greek symbols 
a slope of a dlscontmmty m the (yA, yB) plane 
Y dlmenslonless concentration m the fluld phase 
ri3 dimensionless side feed concentration of B = F,K,IAU,& 
6, 6’ dimensionless forward and backward chemical reactlon rate constants 
A 1 + YA + YE 
A’ 1 - VA - v, 
E void fraction of the reactor bed 
VP conversion of a fixed bed reactor 
; 
Z(X, Y) 
5 
Subscripts 
A, B 
F 
0 
1 
2 
T &rRouL~s er a/ 
converslon of a movmg bed reactor defined m Equation (37) 
conversion of a modified movmg bed reactor defined m Equation (38) 
residence time of fluid phase = H/U, 
dlmenslonless adsorptlon rate constant = A%,,& 1 - &)/e 
dlmenslonless ratio of the amount of component I contamed in the sohd dnd gas 
phase, at equlhbnum = N&(1 - E)/E 
dlmenslonless solid phase concentration 
dlmenslonless axial distance m the reactor 
length required to mtegrate Equation (26) between points X and Y of a solution 
trajectory 
carrymg capacity of the solid relative to the fluid stream with respect to component 
1 = p,UJU, 
dlmenslonless time = t/8 
component A and B 
feed condltlon 
mltlal condltlon 
starting point of an internal dlscontmulty 
final point of an internal dlscontmulty 
Superscrrpts 
b bottom condltlon 
b’ Just mslde the bottom boundary of the reactor 
t top condltlon 
t- Just mslde the top boundary of the reactor 
* adsorption equlhbnum between sohd and gas phase 
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